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A Moment Of Silence
 
Sometime I wonder
If we could make It right to the end
Sometime I wonder
If we could kept It last forever
Sometime I wonder
what am I gonna do without you
 
Now would you cherish'd me
with your love as much as I loves you
Would you stand by me
and comfort me tender
with your loving and caring
 
And when I'm down would you'll
be right by my side and tell me
Baby.. It's alright it's all alright
I'm here for you even heart beat stop
I've promise you that my love
for you will never never stop
 
Sometime I'm asking myself
the same stupid question over and over
Wonder what would happen
If a things are can just
suddenly goes wrong
Sometime I'm thinkin' to myself
If you've know how much
do you've meant into my life
 
But where was you when I'm needin' you
Can't you feel how much
It made me suffer inside?
You know what I miss most about us
I miss your smell
when you left I didn't wash the sheet's
cause I didn't want to lose
that completely... (YOU) 
 
And it's crying me up for long
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time because I would wake up
and I'd smell you and think
you were there and my heart
would break all over again
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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A Night Together With You
 
A night together with you
is something that so incredible to me,
A night together with you
is like a cloud nine to you and me,
A night together with you
is not just any memory
but a moment that we’ve share,
 
A night together with you
is something that I would
never forget in this life,
A night together with you
is like a castle in the sky
for you and me,
A night together with you
is a miracle thing that happen
most in this life for me,
 
Now here I am longing
for a night together with you
that both you and I
could possibly share at each other
For a night together with you
is more like a lullaby to me..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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A Poem Of A Lonely Soul
 
If the stars can no longer be the companion
now let me enjoy this frozen silence
 
If the beautiful poetry was no longer
able to represent this feeling
now let me enjoy this emptiness
 
Maybe a genuine tears
are much more meaningful
rather than a mendacious laughter
 
As he longing and hoping
for it to end soon
so he could get them all over
For someone new and
For something that will
makes him happy.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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A True Test Of Character: U Know Your Friends When
 
No matter what they say about you
No matter how they judge you
No matter how they look down on you
Now matter how bad they have treated you
No matter how a true friend can sometimes betray you
No matter how they try to make you fall on your knees.
 
Let them be,
Let them be bad,
Let them be jealous,
Let them be evil,
Let them be whatever,
they want to be,
 
Just remember this one THING
GOD will always be there for good people
Because someday  &quot;karma&quot; will teach those people
back the same lesson and the same hardship
that they have done and put you into.
THEY WILL GET IT ALL BACK!
 
Just remember this one THING,
NEVER, NEVER,  GIVE UP!
Although at times life sometimes may knock you down
but you always can choose you have a choices to get
your two feet back on the ground.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Anything Goes = Whatever
 
I'll (you)  hurt (me)  you
I'll (you)  make (me)  you cry,
I'll (you)  never care and
I'll (you)  never wanna try to understand you (me)
to know (me)  you..
Feel the way (I)  you do
Through your (my)  heart and
through your (my)  soul
I've (you)  do nothing than judge yourself
(myself)  in the other way and take
(me)  you for granted
I'm (you're)  not suppossed to left
(me)  you All alone the moment and time
when (I)  you needed me (you)  the most
When all that (I)  you need is for someone
that you (I)  could lean your
(my)  head on Hold you
(me)  tight and tell you
(me)  that not to worry so much my baby sweetheart
 
-Don't be afraid as long as i'm with you
everything will be alright..-
 
But i'll (you'll)  never been there for you
(me)  I (you)  should've love you,
(me)  instead of doing all those things that
i'm (you're)  not suppossed too..
 
(you're)  I'm stupid! !
(you're)  I'm dumb! !
(you're)  I'm hopeless! !
(you're)  I'm useless! !
(you're)  I'm coward for I
(you)  do nothing than just letting (me)  you suffer
(you'll)  I'll never been there to stand for you (me) 
(you'll)  I'll never been there to defend you (me) 
And to fight for our loved
(you'll)  I've do nothing than just putting all the blamed on you (me)
(you'll)  I realized that what i've (you)  do is wrong..
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-When everything is seem's too late
to turned back each moment and each time that
we've been through together-
 
(you'll)  I've do nothing than hurt you (me)
Cause I (you)  dont give a damn not even a single
freakin' care about you (me) ..
 
 
(you're)  I'm stupid! !
(you're)  I'm dumb! !
(you're)  I'm hopeless! !
(you're)  I'm useless! !
(you're)  I'm cruel for being so selfish
(I)  you love me with all your (my)  heart,
And with everything that you (I)  have
(I)  You always care
(I)  You always be there
Through vain and through pain
Through happy and sad
you (I)  we're always be there
Whenever I (you)  call your (my)  name,
(I)  you was there come running and,
(I'll)  keep me (you)  warmth with your (my)  love,
And tender loving touched
And there's no one in mylife (yourlife) 
will ever love me (you)  like (I)  you do
There is no other, there is no other than you (me)
I (you)  should've love you, (me)  instead of doing
all those thing that i'm (you're)  not suppossed too..
 
(you're)  I'm stupid! !
(you're)  I'm dumb! !
(you're)  I'm hopeless! !
(you're)  I'm useless! !
(you're)  I'm coward for I (you)  do nothing
than just letting you (me)  suffer
(you'll)  I'll never stand for you (me) 
(you'll)  I'll never defend you and,
(you'll)  I'll never fight for you (me)
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I've(you'll)  do nothing than just putting all the blamed on you (me) 
And now I (you)  realized, that everything I (you)  do was wrong..
 
-When everything is seem's too late and impossible
to turned back each moment, and each time that
we've been through together-
 
(you're)  I'm stupid! !
(you're)  I'm dumb! !
(you're)  I'm hopeless! !
(you're)  I'm useless! !
(you're)  I'm coward! !
(you're)  I'm cruel! !
(you're) I'm idiot! !
(you're)  I'm fool! !
 
For hurting you (me) 
and for breaking your (my)  heart
Cause no matter what I (you)  do to forget you (me) 
or take it as you (I)  never exist in mylife (yourlife)
But I (you)  just can't! !
I (you)  just can't! !
 
 
(-And If somewhere someday i'll see you again i make sure
one thing that my leg and hand will stick on your
face cause you've owe me a tight slapped! ! -) 
       DAMN YOU! ! !
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Aprilrosezaarahjasmin
 
Now im feeling like a baby with no worries,
And like a powerful man with a positive thinking,
I'm both I'm both becouse they're not prepared to say,
They're born from same great feelings..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Are You My Everything?
 
I want you to be the air,
 
That I've breathe to live,
 
I want you  to be someone,
 
I could lean to when I need,
 
A shoulder to lean on,
 
And would wipe my tear's,
 
Away when i'm crying,
 
I want you to be the one,
 
That I could hold on to if I fall,
 
I want you to be the boy,
 
In my dreams and sang me,
 
A luluby song,
 
I want you to be the boy,
 
That I could point and say that's him,
 
And I want you to know,
 
That you are my one and only darling,
 
Are you my everything? ?
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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At Once Upon A Time..
 
At once upon a time we used to be friends then,
At once upon a time we became a lover and there was..
At once upon a time things change cus we are not like what we used to be
anymore.. You left me all by myself alone and wondering where you are the
moment when I need you..
 
For at once upon a time we've both made a promise that we would never leave
at each other. But at once upon a time you hurt me and the most hurtings that
you done Is when you left me without saying goodbye then, At once upon a time
I learned how to live without you and I swear to myself that I would never love
again.. 
 
But eventhough how I try and try hard to cure the pain and scar that you left
deep inside my heart still I could feel how much it hurts me,
I try and try hard to heal and ease the pain and scar that you left deep inside my
heart still I could feel how much it really hurts me.
 
Because you broken my heart!  But why..?
when loving you Is pain and saying GOODBYE to you Is even more and more
PAINFUL cus at once upon a time we used to be a lover.. 
 
Now things change and It's not the same anymore when love Is gone leaving the
empty space of heart for love has drifted to a far faraway land faded to nowhere,
And the only thing that remain Is a once upon a time that at once upon a time It
used to be our story..
 
At once upon a time that now has reach into.. THE END..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Beautiful Twilight
 
As the sun begins to set
 
I see you smile at my side
 
I stared unblinking eyes
 
To me, your eyes are so perfect
 
 
 
That day I feel the pulse of your veins
 
Hard heart beats sweet breath
 
Also warm your love
 
 
 
Now I make a story about you before falling asleep
 
I made the shadow of longing before sleep
 
And I make port in dreamland
 
This soul, This life, This heart is missing you so much
 
Cause you are my most beautiful story
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Broken Angel
 
There she is feeling lonely,
keeping her self faraway from everybody,
as she’s trying to look back,
at the thing’s around her,
her mind start to think,
in silence and asked oneself.
 
“how did this happen”?
 
''do she deserve anything in life''?
 
“why should people love me?
 
cause it make her feel guilty',
 
' do the broken angel deserve to love'?
 
She live’d in another world,
feel ashamed for many thing’s,
feel ashamed about the thing’s called reality,
 
They say sometime one feel
we've work for what we have and gain in life,
but, not for this little broken angel,
She’s in hiding,
she's in searching for the next road,
looking for her own way to become,
she live’d for free and enjoy the other dreamworld,
 
Steeply down her face,
she realize that she's about losing her track,
she start to think and then tell oneself,
people are working hard to get their dreams
and feel good about theirselves.
 
“ but I don’t deserve the life I’ve use’d to,
for everything seem’d had just turn me around,
my age and thing’s I’ve been doing,
just don’t match compare to the other’s'
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Silently, she’d start to think then asked her self,
 
 
 
“ am I still a kid or something'?
 
She don’t know what she've want to be and that,
she just can’t hide from the world
and stayed alone all by herself for the rest of life,
 
Then slowly she throw her self into the ground,
and start's t to cry,
her tears just can't stop streaming from her eyes,
and then asking oneself,
 
the same question that kept's rewinding,
on her minds over and over.
 
'will I still found someone that I've could love'd again?
my heart Is hurt and no angel can fly with broken wing's'
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Day Of Mylife
 
Everyday of my life
 
has been proved shiny and bring luck.
 
But when we dont get this,
 
It wont bring any meaning except loyalty,
 
Cus we dont see things as they are,
 
See them as we are..
 
He who speak the truth must've one foot in stirrup,
 
Love is name of giving and not taking
 
any from love ones.
 
It does not ask for any acknowlegement or any return..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Do You Hear My Pain
 
Do you hear my pain?
 
Do you hear my pain?
 
Do you hear my pain?
 
Do you hear my pain?
 
I know they don't
 
How can they hear something
 
that isn't said?
 
Now hear me, feel me
 
Touch me, sense me
 
Life love me, love live me
 
Comfort me, encourage me
 
Protect me from harm
 
Give me strengths
 
Fill me with only good thoughts
 
Send me wisdom
 
So, I live my life in silence
 
Because I've forgotten how to speak..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel
 
The milky way upon the heaven
is twinkling just for you and mr. moon
he came by to say goodbye to you..
 
Oh my sleeping child the world so wild,
but you built your own paradise
That’s one reason why i'll cover you
sleeping child..
 
Gotta be strong.. Gotta be strong to carry on
Gotta be strong.. Gotta be strong to move on
face every obstacles that come along
Cause I always be with you from now on
would never left you walking down the road
all alone..
 
 
Oh my sleeping child the world so wild,
but you built your own paradise
That’s one reason why i'll cover you
sleeping child..
 
Cause you will never be alone
and if you ever feel's like the world
has walked apart don’t be afraid
to call out my name
I’ll be right there come running..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel - Angels Cry
 
There are the scar that they have never seeing within..
The only thing that are true when tears keep streaming
out from little wounds that never stop bleeding..  
Afterall she kept dreaming and steply down her face time
seem's forgotten her grace lost within the sins never forgiving
all the pain and the scar that they have written upon her skin..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel - I
 
She is creating silence to whisper her feeling..
Cus when she talk they never listen..  
Perhaps through this silence..
dream angel would hear what she speak..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel - Ii
 
Dream angel is drowning
with the shadow of her unacquaintant,
Thinking of the anguish
life that she've been through..
No one ever know why does she cry
on the floor she lying with the broken smile..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel - Iii
 
She fought with emotion trapped
deep inside thought of her beloved
one dead was a great blow to her..
She lost everything that was dear to her..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel - Iiii
 
Time seems forgotten her exist
from time to time she cried with pain,
Unforgiven one's self for what happen
she could not tear herself away
from the memories left behind..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Angel - Tears Dont Lie
 
There she is feeling
lonely away from everybody,
she found herself
crying her tears never
stop falling.
 
It keeps on dropping
like a falling rain.
Empty minds thinking,
is there a place for
someone like her even
just a little space but
there she will feel like
she's home.
 
Perhaps there the true happiness is exist for
this little girl. 
There will be no more sadness and no more
tears, but only laughters.
 
Even if she cry, she'd cry
a tears of joy from her
hazel eye,
cus a tears will never lie.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Beach
 
I can only Imagine our very first hug
it would be an early walk at dream beach
the cold fresh air are blowing over us
from across the sea
 
 
You say oh my darling this place is beautiful
after that we picked up some shell
that tide left behind and at one such moment
the wind would play through your hair
and freeze its beauty in my mind forever
 
Then at one moment I heard you
calling me to go to you
come and check this one darling!
 
And in your hand would be a shell
as our eyes would meet and little
smile for what we share slowly
I close your hand with shell inside
your fingers are hiding it from the sea
then I say now make a wish my angel
 
After that you make a wish and wish
for a hug a big, big hug from your hero
and just want to feel it the way
you had always imagine it to be
with your heart beating faster
and say please, please my prince darling
just this time I want you close
 
Then for no reason the cold sea wind
stop it’s hold your skin and you feel
someone close, very close to your skin
you can feel the warmth radiating
and lovely smell of someone skin
 
 
And draw it in to make you warm
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on inside too then you say please don’t let go!
hug’s me hug’s me forever and ever
then lift your feet from the ground
so tight I hold yeah and then the two of us
just melt for love and kiss..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Dream Paradise
 
I wonder sometime how it would feel
just to surrender myself to you to get
drowned in your lovely ways and drift
to our dream paradise
 
It’s ours only me and you holding
each other share love and passion
together then kiss yeah sweet face
over and over and whenever my hands
touch yeah you will feel a lovely
feeling that fill your heart
it’ll be the most wonderful moment
for us together as for a little kiss
 
I would do all of this with you
and because you such
a special person to me and it’ll be
intensely tense this feeling of love
that surround you as your eyes
hunger for this text feel it…..?
 
Don’t be in a rush sit down
I’m with you can you feel my presence
with you right now?
It’s kinda nice feeling that you are mine
this feeling was lovely and wonderful
as you how i've long to kiss and hugs
yeah under the moon
 
I cant tell you why I do what I do
I cant tell you why I feel comfort
of having you and I cant tell you
the reason why time
had cheated on us
 
Why we had to meet is a mystery
the reason is far deeper beyond
our understanding all I know is that
whenever I say I LOVE U
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I’ve really meant it cause I want
to be with you and give that
feeling of protection of belonging
to find you interesting pleasant
and beautiful among every girls
 
But I cannot commit in real
I can never go and fetch you
not in real it is sad
sad thing that happen to our
wonderful friendship
and friends that I never have
but I have you there with me
 
My heart break everytime
I try to tell you this and I know
that your heart even feel's it too
 
But what can I give except
empty nothing for a girl wants a hug
and want a smile for herself
I love you sweet angel and I want
your heart I want to take it
to a place where myself
can guarantee it would be safe
in there
 
I’m feeling little hurt mainly
because I take you for granted
and I forgot that you have life
and that you do what you want
but I’ve cared so much about you
that I don’t care if you hurt later
cause somehow I know that
you’d be okay
 
Why did I ever do that?
Is to let you know that sometime
hurt comes from people one
we love most if we was nobody
then we would’nt get hurt
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and it’s really scared me
sometimes but time is waiting on us
and I’ve don’t wanna hurt anyone
 
But theres always a sacrifice
on achieving something they said
sometime we just had
to give up the most important
things in our life for us to stepped forward
 
Damn it’s the most hard thing to do
when you have to let go of something
which are really meant to your life
How? can I ever give up
something which had been
so precious to me all this time cause
it’s really hurtful to missed
someone and for having this
feeling of love.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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El'Marcelia
 
She felt back the same pain
A same pain from the past
She could sense's their presence in silence
She foresee the return of the memories
that she try to erase far apart.
 
She smell the same shadow
of someone that she use to know
She could hear the thought's in their head
She could visualize and see it
from a distance apart.
 
She could reach onto the feelings
hidden inside the old soul
the one who cross the same bridge with her
the one who gave her a false hope
and destroy the innocent 'cyingsoul''.
 
She cast a magic spell on a piece of papers
written with a pencil of feathers
As the blood they shed from her before
it would be the thorns in the path of their
walk everyday they will fall.
 
They called her a witch and said there's
no such thing as one could hear voices
though sense the smell of the invincible
shadow from the other side
Now that she had proven it to them that what has
been told is not an empty words.
 
el'marcelia **ZJ**
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Emotion
 
Everybody has everyone
But not everyone has everybody..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Failure Is Not The End Of A Journey
 
Failure is not the end of a journey
 
the purpose of life is to live it
 
to taste experience to the utmost,
 
to reach out eagerly without fear
 
for newer and richer experience.
 
Like human journey full of twists and turn always
 
differ without limit of time and space
 
sometimes it's painful and at times heart failure.
 
Be a good servant of Allah while facing the trials
 
thus approaching the feel of a quiet life of happiness
 
look at the future through prayer in winning move
 
because there is no futile thing in any sacrifice.
 
Failure is not the end of a journey
 
it is only a test of life hence the chances
 
from being a happy you it will lead you
 
through a better life and always be there
 
for someone who needed help.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Faraway
 
It's painful and sorrow,
when love has gone,
faraway leaving,
the empty,
space of heart,
fading to nowhere,
unable to trace,
lost In a dark creeps,
of the night,
for once It was there,
shining so brightly,
waiting to be found,
But when love doesn't,
live Inside anymore,
and leaving behind,
Is only tears and a memory,
nevertheless It was,
the great gamble of life.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Few Lesson In Life
 
When you lose faith to live always remember that, when you fall there will be
someone who will held you from the back.
Someone who will rise you up from falling.
Someone who remember  you everyday.
Someone who never forget you and left you behind.
 
Few lesson in life,
Learned to care,
Learned to smile,
Learned to cry,
Learned to give,
Learned to forgive,
Everybody make mistakes.
 
Learned to give a second chance, 
Learned to forgive yourself, Nobody is perfect everything has it's own defect.
Learned to let go the past its time to live for the presence.
Learned to share
your feelings and emotion.
Learned to trust,
Not everyone is the same just becouse of some other people bad impression,
we misjudge a person before we get a chance to know them.
 
Learned to love, we can show love in many ways,
it is not only on buying presents.
It is when you care about the people you love,
And the people who love you, It is the most precious presents to show some
love.
Learned to appriciate what you have,
Cus not all what we have in these world is forever.
 
And most of all be thankful to our almighty god the creator of our universe.
For everything that he taught us about life is to make us a better person. MAY
GOD BLESSED US ALL AMEEN...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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For My Beloved Mother
 
Thinking of your kindness thinking of your love..
Thinking of your caring we always gladly sharing..
Wishing you a rainbow wishing you the delight
I'll always remember you till the rest of mylife..
 
I Love you mother..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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For My Beloved Mother - Day When You Went Away
 
The day when you've went away
has couse me a lot of pain
cuz you are no longer beside me
and no longer in these world.
 
All i can do is dreaming of you
and missing the moment
when you were here with me,
Mother you did so many things
that made me think i was so special to you,
you've taught me that there are many
important things in life. 
 
I've come to understand all these
as I've grown up and until I was old
enough to think and look after myself.
You've taught me that
what I have today Is not forever
once when before you say goodbye.  
 
I know, theres nothing
I could do to change It,
And nothing could change It
when thing happen
It is impossible to undo it.
 
Mother, without you I wont be
what I am today
I miss you so much mother...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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For My Beloved Mother - Ii
 
Mother, I miss the moment we share laughters and tears together.. 
Mother, I miss you like the flower miss the sun,
You came into my dream with the smile on your face..
I hold you so tight as Im afraid to lose you.. But no matter how I try to hold on
you let go..
I am lost in these world without you mother..
I am lost in the way with no actual end.. Now all i can do is only missing you,
Mother becouse you are no longer with me....: '(
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Hugs Me
 
If i could gaze upon a star
 
I'll take you with me..
 
I'll hold you and hug's you
 
tightly and never let you go..
 
If i could take you to my dream's
 
I'll take you with me..
 
I'll share my dreams with you
 
for my heart desire is only true to someone like YOU! !
 
now sweetdreams I wish you goodnight
 
and let me whispers this three magic words to you
 
I heart U and I hope that U heart me too..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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I Will Never Let You Go
 
I couldn't talk how
I feel think It's guilt
that make me down...
I think of you at the same time
I just wanna be free
from messing with your heart...
 
[chorus]
 
I can't give you happiness 
than just talk on how
I feel and make your
head spinned with things that I say...
 
[verse]
 
I regret and maybe you just  tolarete
couse I made you happy long time ago...
Now i want more and more of you
so It take the innocent of our friendship
and I dont know how to get it back...
 
[chorus1]
 
I'm down and I couldn't Talk how I feel
couse of the thing that worry me..
(thing that worry me)   
Is i can't have you but you are mine
In a world very closed to my heart
More this more that
More this than reality
and I just want It to last
 
[bridge]
 
Such love with you
In any way no matter
I do everything
Just to make you mine
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It doesn't matter how far
we are from each other
I'll always be there couse
I will never let you go...
 
[chorus2]
 
I would do everything 
It doesn't matter even
If i have to cross the ocean
As long as I could hold you
near to my heart...
(It doesn't matter how far)   
I'll always be there for you
 
couse I will never let you go...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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If I Were A Boy
 
If I were a boy
I will be a good man
I would love my girl forever
If she love me the same
and faithful to our love’d
I’ll do anything for her
 
If I were a boy
I would respect my girlfriend
feelings I'll make her feel
so special and I will be loyal to her
 
If I were a boy
I will teach every “badboy'
a lesson and I will taught them
how to respect their girl’s
and never threated girl's
like a toy’s
 
If I were a boy
I put my girlfriend always first
I will not fight with my girl
I will talk nicely to her
and I wouldn’t insulted her
 
If I were a boy
I will be a good man
I wouldn’t cheat and I wouldn’t lie
I would spend a quality time
and I wouldn’t be an ass
for accusing her of cheating
 
If I were a boy
I will protect my girl
I will stand by her
and take her side
and do things that
makes her always happy
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If I were a boy
I would never hurt my girl
I would never do anything
that disrespect our love’d
I’ll threat her like a princess
with all the respect she deserve
and I will love her with all
my heart and soul
 
If I were a boy
but I'm just a girl..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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It's Funny Isn'T
 
It's funny isn't?
how certain things could get to you
And start making you wonder
It's funny isn't?
how certain things could turn over to you
And for no reason It got you thinking
then asked yourself this
one great questions.
 
Why, why, why
Oh please tell me
Why, why, why
Cause you gotta know
the reasons.
Why, why, why
when you want something
So badly but you just couldn't
Have it but why, why, why
When you less expect them
somehow it's just come to you
Why, why, why
Oh please tell me
Why, why, why
WTF  hey! ! don't you know
This is so D-A-M-N complicated.
 
Hey you! can't you see?
I did almost everything
To make thing's better not worst
Hey you! can't you see?
I did almost everything
I shared all my dreams with you
And I will take you higher.
 
In the end what you give back to me?
The only thing you did to me
Is making me look bad infront
of your friends and every one.
And now you dare telling me
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That you did almost everything?
WTF stop acting you scumbag
for there's no grammy award! !
 
Hey you! are'nt you
had enough of this shit?
Cause no matter what you say
The voices in my head
still will tell me this.
 
Do you think they understand you?
Do you think they care about  you?
Ohhhhh, you're making a great mistakes.
They gonna put you in vain
They gonna let you die in pain
They gonna smash you
And ripped your body apart
They gonna take your soul
If you ever let them
will you let them?
Hell no, no, no and no way!
Cause Im'ma not gonna let
Anyone to break-me-down.
 
It's funny isn't?
how certain things could get to you
And start making you wonder
It's funny isn't?
how certain things could turn over to you
And for no reasons It got you thinking
then asked yourself this
one great questions.
 
Why, why, why
Oh please tell me
Why, why, why
Cause you gotta know
the reasons.
Why, why, why
when you want something
So badly but you just couldn't
Have it but why, why, why
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When you less expect them
Somehow it's just come to you
Why, why, why
Oh please tell me
Why, why, why
don't you just kill me
and end all this suffering?
WTF hey! ! don't you know
This is so D-A-M-N complicated.
 
In the end all you did is say at last
ohhhhh, finally you've found your reasons..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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It's Ok To Make Mistakes
 
i made alot of stupid mistakes,
 
i hurt your feelings in silence,
 
and i realize what i did was wrong,
 
when it was too late,
 
 
i should've tell you everything,
before you'll find out,
 
love me..hate me..hurt me..destroy me,
 
you can do anythin' just what you've wan't,
 
it's serve me right i've learned my lesson,
 
 
tell me...how could i let you go away?
 
tell me...how could i live without you?
 
now i believe that life is full of pain and sorrow,
 
when one person loves the other ones more,
 
tell me...that it's ok to make mistakes,
 
 
 
i still remember what,
 
you've been telling me all this time,
 
that there's alot of things,
 
that we can't just hide em'
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and we can't just keep em'
 
cause not all secret will remain secret,
 
even how hard we try to keep em'
 
not all...and not every lies could live behind the truth,
 
 
i'm sorry i didn't mean't to break your heart
i know it's hard for you to forgive me,
i lie to our friendship,
 
i lie to yourself,
and the most painful truth to swallow,
i lie to my own myself!
 
 
i'm sorry...but everything i do,
 
is too keep us close together,
and to keep this love last until forever,
 
don't ask me why all i could say,
you mean everything to me,
 
more than a poetic feelings,
 
more than a words and more than you know,
 
 
so many times i try to confess to you,
 
about the truth and what i've hide,
 
from you all this time but i fail!
 
my feelings for you i do not despise,
 
and i can't help myself,
cause i'm falling inlove with you,
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if only you knew about what i've felt for you,
 
i wish i could turn back time,
i'll promise...that i'll be the reason,
 
for every smile on your face,
 
 
i swear...i will always love you,
 
every second and every minutes,
everyday and night,
every now and then,
 
i swear...i always will,
as long as god still let me to shower you,
 
all my love for you,
 
 
i made alot of stupid mistakes,
and i know it's not gonna happen,
 
cause from the very beginning since,
 
i know you for the first time,
 
i lie'd about so many things to you,
 
 
i didnt mean to hurt you,
but i've gotta pretend to you,
in such a way and get me to your attention,
 
cause it's not easy for me to get myself near you,
 
don't you know that it's hard to find someone like you?
 
i'm sorry...i knew everything i did was wrong,
 
when it's too late to admit for all this mistakes,
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too late to say a single words,
 
too late to say that i'm sorry,
 
it's too late to regret,
 
if only you'll let me to have one more chance,
 
i promise...i'll make em' all right for you,
 
for everything,
and for every stupid mistakes,
 
i've done to you,
 
 
i know it's too late it's too late to say that i'm sorry,
it's too late to regret,
now tell me...tell me that it's ok to make mistakes,
 
love me..hate me..hurt me..destroy me,
 
you can do anythin' just what you've wan't,
but please give me one more chance,
just one more chance,
love me just for another day,
i'll promise you that my life will forever be yours..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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L.O.V.E
 
Sometime love brightens up your day,
like a gold of sunshine in the ray,
Sometime love turns up your shiny day,
into a gloomy and rainy day,
Sometime love brings out colours and joy into your lives,
Sometime love brings out worry and fear into your lives,
Sometime love is full of pain and sorrow,
Sometime love can make you wonder,
Sometime love can make you lost your mind,
Sometime love can make you go crazy,
Sometime love can make you cry for no reason,
Sometime love can put your life in danger,
and remind us that never to play with the fire,
Sometime love can make you blind,
 
and one day when you open your eyes,
you'll realize that you have missed the diamond's,
while you are busy collecting the stones,
Sometime love can bring life to the world,
Sometime love can turned your world up side down,
Sometime love can change your world,
love is a greatest thing to do,
So love yourself before you expect
for someones to love's you in return.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Letter
 
Evening star
 
Please tell him
 
I want to draw your rays in his heart
 
 
Morning dew
 
Please tell him
 
That i would embrace tightly
 
The cuff of his cold
 
 
 
O heavens
 
I want to see his smile and touch his face
 
Then paint the most beautiful ornaments space
 
and represents to him
 
 
For this letter
 
I wrote just for him
 
My one and only beloved soul
 
though only a rather simple
 
 
So now let me express
 
the whole sense of love
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I have in this heart
 
only for him.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Live Life With A Purpose
 
GOD only help's those who help themselves,
 
Take responsibility for yourself and your future.
 
Take inspired action and let your passion lead you closer to prosperity.
 
The mind is a powerful thing If we really listen,
 
We will always get the answer that we need.
 
Delay is always  fatal, so if you have something in mind
 
it's better to do it now than to wait till it's too late! !
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Love Hurts
 
Love is a feeling which no one can describe
only a person who had the same feelings
toward someone would really understand
what love is all about and how much it mean
to them.
 
Love is filled with so many sacrifices even at
times we have to sacrifice our own happiness
just to proved that our love is real and to let
them know how much we do care for them.
 
The reason is because we wanted to see
them happy all the time for love is meaning
less without a happiness it even hurts the
most when all you can do is watching the one
you love from a far while they were sitting
next with somebody else.
 
But it doesn’t really matter anymore as
long as they are happy you'd be happy
for them too although the pain that you felt
deep down inside your heart is feels like
stabbed by a millions of knives..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Love Is...?
 
Dont dream of with
open eyes believe in
reality its FATE.
What you are they will
find the same.
 
Life is unfair sometime
we become suspecious about everybody
just becouse of some bad experience or
mishappened that we
dont want to do trust in somebody,
who, is even deserved
to be trusted but we can't understand intentionally.
 
When this true about
those who love someone but are introvert,
second about those
whom love'd ones know everything
but they are underestimated for some
nonsense reasons.
 
How can they say Love
will find you..?
Love find way its up
to you..?
How can we carry on
those way..?
Let us say if somebody
loves you, how you
become sure it really does..?
 
It find someone to proceed cus they going
right in some aspects. Its rare to get someone
love in this materiallistic era hardly
we get this innocent spirits.
 
This mean they are not sure about love may
come back but is right to feel about love.
Cus love is called to be the name of feelings emotions.
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Zaarah Jasmin
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Love Message - Kind Of Love [[? ]]
 
A true love will not brings us tear no matter if we won them or not.
Its not a game anymore love also can be differenciatted into love for marriage
and all.
No matter if they are oppossite sex or all some kind of love it is also love. Gays
and lesbians are there to say this aloud.
Though people dont share their own identities they share their feelings so that is
also kind of love.
They cheat people for their beloved ones so love can also
live behind cheating if they cheat people for their own happiness.
There's also some love behind that selfishness so that is also
a kind of love actually its selfishness..
 
[I don't mean any offend just sharing some thought]
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Love Message - Soulmate
 
What is soulmate does soulmate exist?
myth or truth or somehow it's only an illussion
Meeting a soulmate can happened everywhere it's not impossible.
 
As long as both has a strong insight and connection
between a two-person are there. 
But how if both get along at each other in unexpected way
will the two realised that they are meant to be as one
that is so-called soulmate.
 
Does soulmate only do after marriage what about those
who are not married and just get along is there any possibility
that it can be they have found at each other soulmate. 
 
Some people will always deny that they already found their soulmate,
Cus they expected for something better and they keep on searching
for a better  is why some of them missing out the
expected thing without realising a soulmate that they've keep searching for all
this time is just infront of their eyes. 
 
 
And the mind that always deny to oneself until they missed the
oppurtunity to know  their partner and love ones well cus there are
people who never satisfied they keep searching and searching until
they ditch themselves into triangular love situation rectangular or
square and many shipped-shaped of relationship cus they keep
looking for better a soulmate.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Love Notes..
 
Take a deep breath and close
your eyes then tell me
what do you see do you see me?
 
Cause that’s what I do when
I’m alone I close my eyes
and select what I see I'll try
to imagined the thing's that
i've always want it to be
although I know that those thing's
are only exist in my fantasy
but all that I've want is to make
them come true
 
You know when you we’re a kid
do you believe in fairytales?
A love tales story which every
girl's always dream about specially
the part where the princess
found her belove'd prince
and that the two of them
will finally be together live'd happily
ever and after
 
But sadly those such thing's
has never get to happened
in real life and when we're talking
about reality a word’s happy
is doesn’t seem'd to exist
in the vocabulary of my life
 
As I almost stop believing in love
for true love are no longer exist
in this world
 
There was a time I'm all alone
I was sitting next to the window
of my bedroom I look deep into the sky
and then I saw one bright star
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as it seem’s shining over me
 
I asked the sky, why do star’s
shining so bright tonight?
could it possibly because someone
out there perhap’s is also looking
at the same bright star?
 
So I asked the sky again is there
even any possibility that a two
person from the two different
side of world would found love
in each other?
 
Who know’s there is a biggest
chances that they both
we're mean't to be together
 
Then one day as I met you
out there in a one summer
for hours we sat and talked
to each other like old friends
we were I remember funny
that I could find love
in a perfect stranger
 
We’re both are just like a young
and inlove teenager sharing each
other’s honestly feelings
 
And I've tell this to myself
knowing you in my life is like
a dreams that come true to me
 
I’ve thanked god for everything
and for making my wish come true
as I’ve already found someone
that I could called a special lover
 
All i can say is I felt like I am the most
happy person on this earth
as now you and I could share
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each and every precious
moment together
 
Sweetheart, I want you to know
this I just wanna spend mylife
with you cause you are the one
that makes me smile I just wanna
spend mylife with you
 
You are my dream my love my life..
 
 
'Two lover's born into this life
each born alone half of a whole'
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Miracle
 
[intro]
Just listen to your heart
you'll find a place
In your heart for me
where I am existed to you
we're you'll may see the real me
There we're you waiting
for something to happen
a miracle..(a miracle) 
 
[verse]
How does it felt's to you
when once in your lifetime
a miracle happens within
yourlife for what you had been
wishing for everything has seem’s
all come true..
 
 
[chorus]
Oh, look far and take a step's
ahead grab all the chances
you have then make things happen
And when you're feelin' lonesome
Think that I’m with you..(I'm with you) 
 
[verse1]
For every step's
you take always remember
that when you think of me
I'm thinking of you too
 
[chorus1]
Oh, together we change
what has broken
to glow once more
ohh, once again
let's make It shine..(make It shine) 
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[bridge]
As you waiting for me
there I am waiting for you too,
take each step and every little step
that will takes me closer to you
Will we ever gonna get this through?
 
[chorus2]
For me..
For you..?
For YOU and I
and for us to stay close always
Oh, always..
Together we change
what has broken
to glow once more
ohh, once again
Let's make It shine
Do we ever gonna make this dreams
come true? It's a miracle..(It's a miracle)
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Mother You Are The Angel That Watch Over Me
 
I woke up in the morning with heavy head
I was lazy to get up from my bed
Eyes still closing I stand up and walked
to my dressing table right at the corner next to my bed
 
So I grab the comb,
And comb my long long messy hair
Then look at the mirrors
I see my reflections
This time I open my eyes widely
For a minute and seconds I didn’t blink
I was staring at myself and found out
Something is different on me yeah..
 
I’m no longer a small child
That mama use to breast feed
Just to make sure I’m always full
and not starving
I’m no longer a teenagers
That use to waste all my time
with friends outside
Without bothering what mama
Always advice me everytime
Before I walked out from the house door.
 
Today when I looked at myself into the mirrors
I realize that I can never turned back time,
I realize that I can never turned back time,
To the past cause those day is now left a memories,
To remind myself each day about everything
that what mama did for me,
and for us brothers and sisters
Is not only for herself but it’s for our own good.
 
How I make mama unhappy with my reactions
for not listening to her advice,
And how stupid I was for making her sad
But I was just a kids and I didn’t think
About what mama use to grumble to me all the time
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Is not only for herself but it’s for my own good.
 
Oh mother, I know that you sacrifice
so many things in your life
To make sure I grow up complete
like the other children in these world,
You gave me everything that I never have
You gave me love, comfort and guidance.
 
Oh mother, you are the angel that watch over me
from the bad things and harm,
Oh mother, even though you can't be here right now
To share all the happiness
That god had given to your daughter,
Somehow I...I...I know that you are out there
always watching over me.
 
Today when I looked at myself into the mirrors
I realize that I can never turned back time,
I realize that I can never turned back time,
To the past cause those day is now left a memories,
To remind myself each day about everything
I did in the past, thing’s and mistakes
that I can’t never undone even If I cry a million of tears.
 
 
(Dedicated to my mom's)
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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My Love For You Will Always Stay
 
I wish I could hold you
In my arms tonight
And tell you that I love you and
How much I really care
but now all I can do is only
watching you from a far
While I’m standing here
all alone with empty smile
And empty thoughts
 
I’m feeling cold and dry
With my emotion
trying to hide the tears
That lies at the corner of my eyes
I’ll found myself dancing in the rain
So no one’s will know when I’m crying
 
 
 
There’s so many thing
I wanted to say and make you understand
baby, I need you to know this
to love you more is aren’t easy
cause you belong to someone else
to leave you behind is impossible
and its hard for me to do
because in my heart I only love you
 
Trust in me when I say
no matter what
no matter where
no matter when and
no matter what happen
my love for you will always stay
 
 
 
I’ll always be here to hold you close
and I will embrace you
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next to my heart
next to my heart oh, oh
 
 
 
Baby I need you to know this
to love you more is aren’t easy
cause you belong to someone else
to leave you behind is impossible
and it’s hard for me to do
 
Because in my heart
I only love you
I only love you   oh, oh
 
 
Now Trust in me when I say
no matter what
no matter where
no matter when and
no matter what happen
 
My love for you will always stay
My love for you will always stay
My love for you will always stay.. &#8233;
 
 
By Jazz@ZJ
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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One Last Night
 
I lie alone in my bed
one last night
In no ones arm’s
you came to save me
from It’s lonely
lonely nights
now that you are far
far away from me
 
sometime when I’m alone
I would spend my time with you
all day long In my mind
only missing you
hug’s yeah
then tell yeah
that there's only
one girl In my heart
and that Is you
 
You said yeah
let me proved it to you
now closed your eyes
and lie in my arms tonight
believe in me that
we'll see each other again
In a next one last night
 
I waited for you here
one last night
you came by just when I left
but I tell myself
that It’s alright
It’s gonna be okay
cause I know that you and I
will always have another one more
one last night
 
sometime I would want to touched yeah face
sometime I would want to kiss yeah lips
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cause you’re my only girl
I’m you’re only boy
and there's many things
I wanna tell you
In a ways that haven’t been thinkin’ of
 
Wonder where you are right now?
and in who’s arms you lie?
are you the angel that
hug's and kiss me last night?
 
You said yeah
let me proved it to you
now that you are here tonight
closed your eyes
and slowly fall's into my arms yeah
believe in me that
we'll see each other again
In a next one last night..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Painful Truth Of Love
 
Oh love'd...
 
I do everything for you, 
I gave my all for you,  
I would sacrificed for you,  
I would changed myself for you...
 
Be good and nice to you,  
Be thoughtful and kind to you... 
I'll obey and listened to what you say...
And i've trusted you with
all my heart... 
But in return all i've got is,
only a hatred from you...
 
Oh... love'd...  
 
Have you ever loved someone
that you can't even sleep at night...? 
Have you ever loved someone
who's inlove with others...? 
Have you ever loved someone
who's loving somebody else...?
Have you ever loved someone that it hurt...?
Have you ever love someone like that....have you...?
 
Oh...it hurt
Oh...it hurt so much,
don't you realized that
don't you realized that
you're breaking my heart,
you're tearing me apart...
And my soul is bleeding,
bleeding like stabbed
by a thousand knives...  
 
Everytime when i think of you
and all the hurting things
that you've done to me,
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all i can do is cry,
cry as much as i can do,
cry a million tears for you... 
Asking oneself,
why... why... why... do we have to end in this way...?    
 
Oh...love'd... 
 
Love you with all my heart, 
but in the end all i've got is,
betrayed by your love,
betrayed by the love,
and leaving me breathless....
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Should I.. Or Shouldn'T I..
 
Should I stay.. 
Should I leave? 
Should I hate.. 
Should I love? 
Should I disobey.. 
Should I listen? 
Should I be nice.. 
Should I be heartless?
Should I be kind..
Should I be cruel? 
Should I be afraid.. 
Should I be strong? 
Should I be sad.. 
Should I be happy? 
Should I cry.. 
Should I laugh? 
Should I let my emotion rules myself
and just do what I want? 
Should I just stop asking myself
what should I do now and what shouldn't I do? 
Should I just listen to what the voices
in my head saying to me?
But I end up smiling and smiling
for what should I have to say the next..   
Should I continue,
Should I stop? 
Should I.. or shouldn't I? 
Where should I begin again and where should I end?
Should I or shouldn't I?
What would you do if you we're in this situation right now? 
Would you do something or just let it be,
and then you start with your own riots.. 
Will you..?  would you..?
Should you.. or shouldn't you? 
What do you think?   
Cus i'm confused I have no clue and I dont know
what am i suppossed to do..
What to do oh.. What to do! !
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Zaarah Jasmin
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Someday In The Sky
 
Somewhere in the sky
Someday if I'm no longer around
Don't think that I'll forget you
Just look above the sky
then think of me and if your
heartbeat is racing faster
Suddenly you feel like
you are missing me..
 
Don't think that I'll didn't miss you
Just look above the sky
My tears will fall like a rain
and dropp on your cheek's
To say: hey, don't frown my sweet dreamy angel
cause I miss you too and I am always here for you..
 
 
Someday whenever you are feeling
empty or feeling blue
Just look above the sky
then think of me and make a wish
That someday you and me
will be seeing each other again
Over the rainbow when there is a cloud's
I will be sitting there waiting for you..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Greatest Challenge
 
WHO are your challenge?
Have you ever asked your self that question,
did you get the answer and figure it out?
Cause I found my answer to that question.
The challenge is my commitment.
The challenge is my duty.
The challenge is my mission.
The challenge is my plan.
It is the responsibility upon myself.
It is the goal that I must achieve!
 
My challenge is NOT them, whom or they.
My challenge is YOU, no other than YOU.
My one and only biggest challenge.
IF, it's not because of YOU, (my other self) 
I won't be who I am now.
I won't be who I am tomorrow.
I won't be who I was yesterday.
I won't be who I want to be in the FUTURE.
 
Hey, there (my other self) 
the one that keep's challenging
the inside me all this time.
The one that reminding me,
to be strong againsnt all odd's.
The one that there to keep an eye
on my conscious mind about all
the challenge's that I have to strived to!
Hey, there (my other self) 
The one that never turned back on me.
The one that always keep remembering me
not to give up on all my challenge's in LIFE.
 
Hey, there (my other self) 
Hey, there (the one that is inside me) 
Hey, there remember me..? (I am you and you are me) 
We're once was a greatest challenge in our ancient TIME.
Hey, there (my other self)   Hey, there remember me?
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YOU are the challenge to fulfilled all my commitment.
YOU are the challenge to fulfilled all my duty
with responsibility and without any hesitation.
YOU are the challenge to complete all my mission.
YOU are the challenge to all my planned
and to do my TASK on details.
For it's the goal that I must achieve!
The challenge that made me WHO I AM NOW,
and the challenge on being WHO I WOULD BE IN YEARS TO COME.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Greatest Fear
 
In the darkest corner of his room he was sitting there all by himself,
alone in his lonely mind without a smile and without a care,
He had nothing else left other than his own self,
 
there is no friend to share his joy and laugh with,
there is no friend to catch his sorrow and cry with,
he had nothing else left other than feeling pity and sorry
for his own self,
there is no one to tell and listen to his story,
there is no one to share and to keep his little secret.
 
He still clearly remember there was a time
the night is so cold and windy as if,
Like it was the greatest night for him to smiled again,
At last! He said to himself.  “I have my sunshine”.
 
For the first time in his life he feel so sure
that he had made his final choice.
He hold every chances to grab back his sunshine
but then he let it fade away his famous slice and bias reason,
 
To give nothing to her is such a shamed!
He knew that he have nothing for her.
As for what he is a man like him is a complete zero!
he just so ashamed of himself.
 
A miles by every miles his mind traveled,
alone all by himself,
the more footsteps he make to continue
the long journey the bigger his fear become.
 
Fear of knowing what is waiting for him ahead,
Fear of knowing what is the consequences
are when it happens that he made a bad choices,
Fear of knowing the consequences
before he decided to make that choices.
He asked himself,
 
Could anyone be sure of what they
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really wanted is indeed what they ever needed?
He soon realize his biggest weakness is,
Fear of knowing what is right and wrong. His damaged.
Losing her is the greatest mistake he ever done
For giving another man the chances to take his sunshine smile.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Painful Truth
 
Baby..You and I have made a promise that no matter what happened you will
never break my heart..
I know that is hard for you to let go, but you have to go and leave me from your
heart forever..
From the very beginning we've made mistake that should'nt have done.. Forgive
me for everything forgive me for that..
Forgive me for hurting you and breaking your heart the painful truth in my
HEART..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Silence..
 
Silence Is something the something great,
This silence Is an Innocent might be speechless..
But this silence know how to whisper..
It's whispering something that there Is greater than the great..
Silence Is trying to express that It is creating it's feelings
and so a people like us will hear them....
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Story Of A Poet
 
What can be given by a poet
 
when there is nothing that can inspire
 
when reality is not enough to inspire
 
Did he die with lyric poetry
 
which always true rotten and lose readers?
 
What a poet should be doing
 
when empty meets imagination?
 
when time itself is not giving enough space
 
for the presence of a single poem
 
is not deserve to stay longer
 
will he still called a poet?
 
Although he no longer able to keep poetry?
 
after a long time he never wrote any poem.
 
One written above is an outpouring of heart.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Two Of Us..
 
Do you still remember?
Do you still remember?
Every memories the two of us
had share each other?
at once upon a time,
You’ll wait for me and I’ll wait for you
at the paradise of love
we spread our wing’s and fly high
up in the sky and feel free like a dove
Just you and I,  the two of us..
 
Cause I still can freshly remember
at once upon a time you and me,
we both use’d to smile and laugh together,
You tell me your secret and I’ll tell you mine
and the two of us promise that we’ll forever
be friend’s and our eternal
love and friendship would never end
for It will always remain
forever last until the end..
 
And I  hear you say,
(I cross my heart body and soul)
So,  I repeat what you say,
I cross my heart body and soul.
 
Just when you think of me
I think of you too
(when I’m in your mind)
You’re in my mind too ohh..ohh
(when I’m in your thought)
You’re in my thought too
(when I’m in your dreams)
You’re in my dreams too ohh..ohh
 
(whenever you shut your eyes)
whenever I shut my eyes
(you see me standing right there next to your skin)
And I see you standing right there next to my skin
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touching my lip’s then slowly caressing my cheek’s
hearing your voice’s softly whispering
and say I’m all your’s sweet dreamy angel.
 
You’re like every air I’ve breath to live
the one that I would spend the rest of my life with
the one that make’s me brand new and feel so alive
 
My sweetheart
My darling
My love
My everything
and my one and only
heart truely desires..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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The Unfold Silence
 
Gone like a wind - night wish..
 
whispering on the air..
 
unspeakable..
 
silence unfold..
 
mind travelled..
 
Somehow she knew that's her feelings is right this time..
 
She then tell herself this words..
 
If it's weren't meant to be then let it be..
 
Gone like a wind - then forever will be gone..
 
the love that is lost and unforgiven..
 
ZJ
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Till The Shiny Day
 
I don't know how and where from i start.
All i want to say is everybody have a dream in their life.
But not all what we want we've get.
Some are come true some are not and mine are related with love for someone to
prove how he mean into my life.
 
 
I really treasure these relationship cus he is apart of my life.
I'd love to see him everyday how he used the good in every way cus he and only
he could stole my heart.
What most hurting me
is when knowing that there's a huge wall standing between us;
were separated by time
and the distance.
 
Somehow, i know that never change anything to me cus all i want is to make
them come true.
But, sometime when thing never happened the way
we wan't it, when we almost there and grapst it but it slipped from our life just
like a quick-silver...
 
Why, Over again this word playing on my mind, but i can't find any answer.
Why love will turn
someone into worry and fear.
I've been thinking about
this since the thing happened i left to reply him.
 
They say life is unfair yes
it's true and i do believe that sometime life can be
so unfair to us.
But never about someone saying that life is,
unfaithful life is a game
like hide-and-seeking.
 
I've come to realised and trying to figure out some reason.
I make a guess this time, but still i wanna listen some truth from him.
Convince him not to worried anything cus whatever he say it would be
acceptable.
Where as we've know there is REALITY and FATE.
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I don't know how far we can go and hide from reality.
When truth is revealed and all the things whatsover it would do to him even so to
me, it makes me worry
and fear to know what would happened then.
When faith are agains't
the will we've might end up in a hatred way frustrated and feeling depressed.
 
I couldn't count all on love to find it ways and embrace our heart.
How fortune if i could turn dream into reality.
Cus he and only he could painted a smile on my face.
He and only he filled my empty life with laughter's and spoil me with lots of love.
All i wan't is a sincerity on love and to make it come true.                              
'Till the shiny day dreaming of Paradise...'
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Till The Shiny Day Ii
 
There was a young lady called whitey who once
had the same journey with a darkie, whitey went through the path that bring her
fall at the cave. 
In silence she asking oneself how is it that i strayed from the garden and seem to
this trapped i have fallen...?
(voices whispering)    
Hey, there lonely girl
you are not alone we went through the same path
that bring you here,
and the path you went through allow us being together at the same cave.
By chance it's god make it happened you have to carry on the walk through the
dark cave.
Don't be afraid said darkie 
i will be there for you to lead you out from the dark cave. 
By touching the wall even it's too dark, i will try to do the best that i can to bring
you out from the
'DARKNESS'  back to the shine. 
Once you see the light of
the sun shine from the cave that is the way out of yourself, by time you need no
more hunting for the light no more darkness.
You can now jump with laughters and have your happiness. 
Always remember never forget the journey in the darkness of the cave we went
through.  I'll be seeing you from the cave waving goodbye..
'TILL THE SHINY DAY' whitey. 
But why it's always goodbye in the end..   
Even if there is a shine to light up the way..
'Darkie, don't you know that it is hard to wave goodbye...? '
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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To Be A Man
 
You've got to respect all others fight when needed back-off when necessary show
compassion when needed help and listen when desired and show feeling's if need
to be.
 
 
To know his limitation as a human being and respect others a man does not
disrespect woman he does not take advantage even if they would allow it.
 
 
A man has self-respect, A man doesn't produce children unless he is capable of
being there to raise them.
 
 
A man realized he will always be attracted to others woman and his matured
enough to not act on that once his in a committed relationship.
 
 
A man is a real man when he is able to listen to his woman when she say's no
and he back-off and doesn't forced her into anything he is most definitely a man
when he does NOT HIT a woman.
 
 
He must be honest, strong doesn't change his views to suit whom ever he is
with.
 
A man is true to his word if he say he will do something he does it! !
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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True Love Never Die
 
When it was time for journey all the world is in the past..  Though the wind
blown, rain drips through and the earth will drowned..   There is nothing will left
the whole world is swept away..  Except the mark that he left inside her from the
very start,
It will never be swept and fade..
What he left in her heart will remains in the heart and live forever...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Truth Of Lie
 
LIE was never a friend to me,
LIE was my enemy,
LIE was the reason of my failure in life...
 
LIE was the reason of every tears dropp from my eyes...
 
LIE has taught me the value of each word...
And now I have learned to speak only the TRUTH...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Voiceless Night
 
Unspeakable silence night hearing the sound
of  a thunder growling outside It's cold and
dark alone in my lonely mind that passing
through I think, think, and think again
done it over and over in my mind tears just
flowing down from my eyes.
 
I think, think and think again so I done it
over and over in my mind voiceless fought
with the emotion that trapped deep inside.
 
Then I hear this voices whispering to me,
warm voices soft voices cold voices in my
head they keep rewinding over again so I
think, think and think again done it over and
over in my mind but I’m just clueless without
a words and frozen.
 
Godma? grandma? where are you now?
are you in a happy places right now?
coz I need to know that you are there,
there in my mind and my heart  please be there
and don’t go too far away from me.
 
I know that it’s been so long since you’ve
been gone and no matter where you are
right now, I wish you are in a place that you
should be, that is heaven.
 
I pray for that in my heart coz in my heart
you will remain inside me.
Godma,  grandma? are you out there watching
me with a smile?
 
Coz I miss you so much, yes I do and I will
always do for I will wait till the day of kingdom
shall come and we all could be together again.
 
Godma, grandma..
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I miss you like a flower miss the sun..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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What If..
 
What if, God
Couldn't take the
Time to bless us
Today because we
Couldn't take the
Time to thank Him
Yesterday?
 
What if, God
Decided to stop
Leading us
Tomorrow because we
Didn't follow Him
Today?
 
What if, we will never
Saw another
Flower bloom
Because we
Grumbled when God
Sent the Rain?
 
What if, God didn't
Walk with us
Today because we
Failed to recognize it as
His day?
 
What if, God took
Away the Bible / Quran
Tomorrow because
We would
Not read it anyway?
 
What  if, God took
Away His message
Because we failed
To listen to the
Messenger?
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THINK ABOUT THIS  ONE
 
What if, God
Didn't send His only
Begotten Son
Because He
Wanted us to be
Prepared to pay
The price for sin?
 
What if, the door
Of the Mosque / church
Was closed because
We did not open the door
Of our heart?
 
What if, God
Stopped loving and
Caring for us
Because we
Failed to love
And care for
Others?
 
What  if, God would
Not hear us
Today because we
Would  not
Listen to Him?
 
What if, God
Answered our  prayers
The way we answer
His call
To service?
 
What if, God met our
Needs the way
We give Him  our
Lives?
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What if, God given you a chances
to change your life and destiny
are you ready to face every obstacles
that will come along your way?
 
 
What if, you'll let those time
and the given chances pass you by,
But soon as you realized,
It was already too late?
 
Will you complain to GOD
then start blaming him,
For every of the mishappen in your life?
cause at one time it was you
who decided to choose that path
and put yourself into it..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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What She Need
 
What she need is space not forbidden freedom,
What she need is support not breaking-down,
What she need is encouragement not criticize,
What she need is guidance not bad influence,
What she need is trustworthy not compromise,
What she need is loyalty not denial,
What she need is adventures not emptiness,
What she need is happiness not sadness,
What she need is love not hatred
What she need is more colors not only black and white..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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Why..[[? ]]
 
Why do i'm missing you,
Why do i fall for you,
Why do i love you,
Why do i care so much about you,
Why can't i stop thinking of you,
Why it's so hard for me to leave you behind,
Although its you're the one who asked for it,
Why can't i erase all those memory out from my head,
Why dont you just stay there,
Stay there in the past,
and don't ever come closer to me,
Don't you know that it deeply hurts me,
Don't you know that for you i she'd a thousand tears...
Don't you feel guilty at all,
for saying those words,
those words which really broke my heart...
For saying those words,
those words which make me walk away...
Still here i am standing all alone...
Alone in my lonely mind,
thinking about the time and every moment with you,
the time when we're still together...
Holding at each other hand,
So tight with all the strengths we had,
wishing for a magical moment,
for our dream to become ones...
Then with a low voice i'd asked you,
Sweetheart have you ever love me,
Gently i hear you say...
I love you sweet angel and be sure,
that you know i'll always love you,
Loved you until the last beat of my heart...
But why when everything is seems alright,
you messed up if it's love,
why it's always hurt,
and everytime you said you love me,
Do you really mean what you say,
if it's only an empty false hope,
don't ever say those words to me,
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And don't ever come closer to me,
Just stay there,
Stay there in the past and leave me behind.
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You - Im Letting You Go..[[? ]]
 
I'm letting you go, 
Is not becouse,
I dont love you..
I'm letting you go,
Is becouse I'm madly inlove with you,
I'm letting you go, couse I'm afraid of losing you..
I'm letting you go, couse I'm not good enough for you..
I'm letting you go, couse
I could never gave you anything,
I could never gave you anything and happiness that you want..
I'm letting you go, couse
I could only make you feel PAIN..
I could only make you feel pain and seeing you SUFFER..
I'm letting you go, couse
It is better that way, now take my heart with you and just leave me away...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You And I - (So Love Me Right Now Though It Will
Never Last)
 
I was unable to breath,
to laugh and to smile.. 
I was unable to stand up for mylife.. 
 
Until when i found you, you've taught me how to love again and you make me
believe that happiness could be mine.. 
 
I can't deny that you've did change mylife for a better..
I found everything in you, you were my comfort when I was on thorns.. 
 
You were my moonlight when I was walking alone in the darkness
of the night..
 
You show me the pure meaning of love to spread my wings and fly anywhere out
there and somewhere up there In the sky.. 
 
I found a happiness that once has faded away from me..
I learned how to smile again..
I learned how  to laugh with joy and to trust one another.. 
 
I know that this will only last for awhile,
And I know that this will never last to the end..
Couse from the very start YOU and I both know that we would never be
together.. 
 
Love'd.. please, don't blame yourself anymore..
I never regret knowing you in mylife, and I never blamed you at all..
 
Couse for everything that happen to us,
It happen for a reason..  Perhaps GOD has a better planned for both of us..
 
A better planned for YOU and I and if it's meant to be, our love will find each
other..
And when we met our heart will melts together,
So will our body and soul then every words.
 
That's how incredible a DREAM could be when it turns into REALITY.. 
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'So love me right now though it will never LAST'
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You And I- Goodbye *the End*
 
Thinking of you is pain, thinking of you is sad.
But still thinking of you
and the love that we shared.
Perhaps the love is still
with you.
Forgiving you it's hard for me to do.
You never how you broke heart, you never know
how the pain is.
I'll let the pain go from
this moment and there
will be no more love spoken..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You And I-Baby I Love You In So Many Ways
 
As anyone who knows us can see how different we are,
A stranger you and I but only we know that deep within our heart
that this love you and I was destined to embrace and be as one..
From the beginning of the first time we had a first kiss
I can't deny that you've touch my heart when you say,
Baby i love you in so many ways..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You And I-Love At First Sight
 
I'm not sure if we fell
in love at first sight.
The only thing i knew
the first time i saw you looked at me, and i looked at you.
Never cross the bar how incredible things  found me and i found you, we've
found love on our ways finding each other.
Never will there be the joys we don't share.
Never forget the dream that we've shared.
Without your love my life would lose it's meaning...
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You Are My Brightest Star
 
Alone in my dark mind as the darkness fall around the night..
I looked into the sky and find one star that shines so bright..
I close my eyes and  make a wish..  
I think of you and only you As i open my eyes..
I looked up to sky again then I see beyond..
all the stars In the sky I would say that the most sparkling..
star that shines so bright Is when I look into your eyes..
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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You -I Dont Give A Damn Anymore [[? ]]
 
I dont give a damn anymore [[? ]]
 
You, broke my heart You,
owe me a words  of sorry.. 
You'd, left without saying goodbye.. 
Oh, I'm going insane.. 
 
How could I leave you behind,
just right after when i've found you..
So tell me.. Tell me what can I do to fight this pain? 
 
You drove me crazy  when you say
just walked away from you..
Yet, I have to coped all the blamed,
And every damn pain you've couse me into,
Or maybe I'm just too good to be hurt by you..  
 
So tell me.. Tell me.. what can I do to fight this feelings?  
Cus now It is my time It is time to tell you, 
That i don't give a damn anymore! !
 
Zaarah Jasmin
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